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Hi everyone! Welcome back to For Siblings Only! As you know, this is a newsletter

just for kids who have a brother or a sister who needs extra help to learn. We

talk about all kinds of feelings and differences in the family, and we give you fun
ideas to do with your brother or sister.

In this issue, you’ll find a great story that was written by one of our readers many

years ago. Chris was 7 when he wrote the story, and now, he’s 22 years old! He’ll be
surprised when he sees his story again! Chris loves his sister very much, but she
can sometimes be VERY embarrassing. I know you’ll like reading his story.

With Halloween and Thanksgiving coming up very soon, we also give you a few

different ideas to help make your holidays even more fun. Look for the craft ideas
in Brother/Sister Things to Do, and look for holiday fill-in-the-blanks in Calling All
Kids. Send us a picture of you and your brother or sister in your Halloween

costumes. We’ll share them all in the next issue of the newsletter and have a

Halloween parade in pictures! And, while you’re at it, send us your story or the
answers to the fill-in-the-blanks questions too. As you know, we’d love to hear
from you!

Happy Halloween and Happy Thanksgiving!
Susan Levine
Editor

The Dinner Disaster
By Chris Bartolotta and Susan Levine
Hi! My name is Chris Bartolotta and I’m 7 years old. I have a
4 year old sister named Lisa who has a kind of autism called

Rett syndrome. Lisa learns things more slowly and she can’t

talk. She uses some sign language though, and she also lets us
know what she wants by screaming. Lisa’s screaming can
sometimes be embarrassing!

Every Thursday night, Lisa, Dad and I go to McDonald’s for

dinner because Mom works late. One Thursday not long ago,

we went as usual to McDonald’s. Lisa was very hungry! As soon as we got to the

parking lot, Lisa started screaming. We went inside the restaurant and Lisa kept
right on screaming. In fact, she was screaming louder and flopping on the floor,

having a real tantrum because she was hungry and wanted her food right away! Lisa
didn’t understand why she had to wait.

People looked around at Lisa. They always look when she acts
like that. I was so embarrassed! I closed my eyes and then

went somewhere else – across the restaurant to get a table.
There was no way I was going to stand there while Lisa

screamed! I was so angry at Lisa that I felt like punching her.
Of course, I didn’t, but I sure wanted to. Sometimes I wish
we could just leave Lisa home, but when Mom is working, we
can’t do that.

When Lisa got her food, she sat down, calmed down and was okay. We were able to
eat our dinner in peace and quiet! Dad and I both hope that Lisa won’t do that
again next week. It’s embarrassing for both of us!

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
1.) Why was Lisa crying?
2.) What would you have done if you were Chris?
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3.) Why do you think Chris’s dad was embarrassed?
4.) Being embarrassed by his sister made Chris feel very angry. Do you ever
feel angry with your brother or sister? When?

FOCUS ON FEELINGS:
Lisa made a trip to McDonald’s pretty embarrassing

for her brother and her father. I’m sure glad I wasn’t
with Lisa at McDonald’s! Brothers and sisters can
sometimes be embarrassing and make us feel

uncomfortable. This can happen with brothers and

sisters who have a disability and with brothers and

sisters who don’t have disabilities, too. Young children
have temper tantrums and older children act silly or

say silly or embarrassing things! Does this ever happen
to you?

Lisa’s temper tantrum may have been especially embarrassing for Chris because

Lisa looks older and she was acting like a younger child. And all those people were
staring! When she and her dad got up to the counter, she even grabbed French
fries off of someone else’s tray!

Because Chris was in a difficult situation, it was helpful for him to go find a table
and get away from his sister. But this didn’t stop him from getting angry at his

sister. Chris was so angry that he felt like punching Lisa. It’s really okay to get so
angry – almost anyone in Chris’s situation would have felt that way. Of course, it’s
not okay to hurt your brother or sister. It’s certainly better to talk about

punching and being angry instead of hurting someone. Here are some other things
to do when you’re angry at your brother or sister:
•

Punch a pillow or a punching bag

•

Go outside and run around the house

•

Kick a ball outside
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•

Throw a soft, nerf-like ball in your room (don’t hit anyone, just hit the

•

Draw an angry picture of your brother or sister

•

Write a letter or story about how angry you feel

•

Rip up a piece of paper and throw the pieces (don’t forget to pick

•

Tell someone how you feel

•

Keep a special book to write in about how you feel each day

•

Go to a sibling group where you can talk to other kids who have a

wall!)

them up later)

brother or sister with learning differences. They will know how you
feel!

All of these are safe ways to let your anger out. Can you think of any other ideas?

Chris felt better when he talked about how he felt…and he liked telling this story
to share in the newsletter. He also hopes that maybe feeding Lisa something

before they get to McDonald’s will help her be less hungry, and quieter too! Maybe
they can even get their food at the drive-up window, and bring everything home to
avoid a problem in the restaurant.

Sometimes Chris likes to do things without Lisa. When he goes out to a restaurant
or a movie or a sporting event with one or both of his parents, he enjoys the extra
attention he gets. He also likes not having to worry about how Lisa might act.

These are special times for Chris. What kinds of things do you get to do alone

with your mom or your dad? Chris would feel sad for Lisa if she was always left at
home and could never go places with the family. But he likes having special times
just for Chris and his parents, and special times for the whole family, including
Lisa. That way, everyone can be happy! Is this how things are at your house?

Thanks so much, Chris, for sharing your story with us! We hope you had fun the
next week at McDonald’s.
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BROTHER/SISTER THINGS TO DO:
There are so many great things to do in the Fall. It’s fun to play outside in the
leaves and it’s fun to do crafts and other activities to get ready for Halloween and
Thanksgiving! If you are looking for an activity to enjoy with your brother or
sister at this exciting time of year, we have some ideas for you. Read the items
below and pick the one you think is right for you and your sibling. Ask mom or dad
for help in setting things up and then, have fun!
1.) Make an indoor Halloween or Thanksgiving holiday
decoration with paper plates, streamers, glue and
markers! Cut a white paper plate in half. Tape or glue
white streamers along the cut edge of the paper plate.
Help your brother or sister rip the streamers into long or
short pieces. You can help him use the tape or glue to
attach the streamers. Take a black crayon and draw a
scary face on the plate. Now you have your very own
ghost for each of you! If you want, you can use black, red,
yellow and orange streamers or strips of paper and glue
them to the edge of the plate. Collect leaves outside and
glue the leaves on the plate for a fun decoration. Punch a hole in the top of the
plate and add a string. Then you can hang the plates near an open window or on
a covered porch and watch the streamers blow in the breeze!
2.) A scarecrow is a great Fall decoration to keep outside on the
front porch or the lawn! This is a big job so you will need some
help from mom or dad to do this! First, you need an old shirt and
a pair of pants. Then you need some stuffing! You can use hay
or “crunched up” brown paper bags to fill the pants and the
shirt. You and your sibling can take turns bunching up the bags
or hay and stuffing them into the clothes. Let your parents tie
the arm and leg holes so no stuffing can escape. Then have them
tie the shirt and the pants together. Talk about the way the hay
smells and feels or the way the bags sound when you crunch
them. Use a pumpkin with a face on it for the head. Prop the
body up against the wall or a chair and plop the head on top. You
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and your sibling can stand back and look at your scarecrow creation! For extra fun,
give him a name!

SPECIAL DEFINITIONS:
HYDROCEPHALUS:
As you know, your brain is what is inside your head! The brain is
what we think with. It helps us talk, walk, learn and remember

things. Our brain sends messages or signals to our body so we can
do these things.

The brain has a sort of round shape like our heads, with a wavy or

bumpy surface. In the middle of the brain are 4 small pockets (called ventricles)

that are filled with a liquid called spinal fluid. The spinal fluid goes up and down the
spine in our backs and into the four pockets in the brain.

Sometimes, while the mother is still pregnant, the baby’s brain doesn’t grow

exactly the right way. Other times, something may happen when the baby is born

too early (prematurely) which causes one of the four pockets to get clogged up or
to grow too big. Then, too much fluid can get into one or more of the pockets.
This is called hydrocephalus. This extra fluid can damage the brain, making it
harder for the brain to work right.

Sometimes extra fluid can keep building up in the brain making the child’s head

grow too quickly. When doctors discover that the baby has too much fluid, they

may do an operation to put in a shunt. A shunt is a small round button pump usually
“For Siblings Only” newsletter is published in print and on-line with partial funding from the
Monmouth County Board of Freeholders.
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placed on one side of the child’s head underneath the skin. The button has a tube

running through it. One end goes into the pocket with too much fluid and the other
end leads into the body to drain the fluid away and out of the body. The extra
fluid goes away. This helps the brain to work better and keeps the brain from

being damaged even more. Even after the shunt is put in, it can still be harder for
the child to walk or talk or learn as well as you do. Doctors and parents check the
shunt regularly to make sure it keeps working well. Some kids with hydrocephalus
have no learning problems while other children have many problems.

LET’S VISIT THE LIBRARY:
There are many good books in the bookstore and at the library that teach us more
about children who need extra help to learn or have a disability. You’ll have fun

reading about other children who might be just like your brother or sister! Here
are a couple of books to look for the next time you
visit the library…..

I’M LIKE YOU, YOU’RE LIKE ME by Cindy Gainer
(Free Spirit, 1998)

The cute drawings in this book help children notice

and feel good about differences in others. Being “not
exactly the same” is a good reason to like each other!

FRIENDS AT SCHOOL by Rochelle Burnett (Star
Light Books, 2006)

This book uses lots of photos to show a class of
children at school. Some of the children have

disabilities and some of them don’t. But they all get

along and can learn together with their teacher. This
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book shows that children who need extra help to learn can go to school in regular
classrooms too! This might be a nice book to share with your teacher and your
friends at school.

CALLING ALL KIDS:
Would you like to see your name in the next issue of
For Siblings Only? When you fill out the answers to the
questions below and mail them back to the newsletter,
your answers and your name will be included in the
next issue! You can even send a photo! And since Halloween is just around the corner, you can even
send us a picture of you and your brother or sister, who needs extra help to learn, in your Halloween
costumes! Then we can have a costume parade right in the pages of For Siblings Only! So write down
your answers (with help from an adult if you need it) and send them back to: For Siblings Only, 35
Haddon Ave., Shrewsbury, NJ 07702. You can also e-mail your answers to me at slevine@frainc.org.
We can’t wait to hear from you!

1.) Something I find scary about Halloween is
__________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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2.) Something I worry about or find scary about my brother or sister who needs extra help to learn is
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

3.) The thing I love the most about Halloween is
__________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

4.) The thing I love the most about my brother or sister is
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

5.) Please send a photo of you and your brother or sister in your Halloween costumes for our
Halloween parade in the newsletter! (We can mail it back to you if you put your name and address
on the back of it. Or, you can have a grown-up e-mail it to me at slevine@frainc.org ) You’ll see
your photo in the next issue!
6.) Your name ___________________________________________________ Your age _________
Address _________________________________________________________________________
7.) Your sibling’s name ______________________ Age _______ Disability _________________
8.) Would you like to be interviewed for the next issue of For Siblings Only? If yes, please write your
telephone number here _______________.
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Thank you for reading this issue of For Siblings Only.
Look for the next newsletter coming to your mailbox in 2009!
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Editor: Susan P. Levine
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